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We propose novel analytical model of dynamic link cost evaluation in IP over WDM networks. We suggest disjoint path algorithm
for the primary and backup path based on wavelength aggregate information, to provide shared backup. We show the optimality
of pair selected because of joint optimization of the pair paths. The shareable capacity factor is introduced to establish the effect
of load balancing on resources. We compared our simulation results with that of separate protection at connection and showed
improvement on resource utilization performance of the network. We also study the blocking probability of proposed scheme.

1. Introduction

Most of the present day research has been focusing on the
quality of service (QoS) routing with survivable paths in
IP over wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks.
The transmission rate of a wavelength channel may be high
over an optical carrier (OC) from OC192 to OC768 but the
bandwidth requirement of the signal may vary from OC 1
to even lower. Also the sensitivity of the type of traffic may
vary from real time applications to offlinemessages. Using the
capabilities of GMPLS, proposals of restoration mechanisms
are discussed in [1, 2]. Wason and Kaler [3] have suggested
rerouting technique for dynamic restoration to improve on
blocking. These techniques suggest mechanisms in which
reserved paths called backup paths can be used to quickly
transfer the data in case of any failure detection.

This gives rise to another challenge of provisioning two
paths (disjoint in nature) to establish a request for band-
width guaranteed LSP. Along with this sufficient resource
management is to be ensured with minimum path setup and
signaling delays [4]. Fast recovery time and reduced resource
utilization are the two main criteria for determining the
quality of protection based survivability mechanism. It sug-
gested that link-based protection and path-based protection

provide, respectively, a short recovery time and reduceduse of
resources. In [5] virtual-link mapping scheme and link-cost
formulas are presented to encourage the appropriate routing
selection and load balancing, which can also contribute to
better resource utilization ratio and blocking ratio.The paper
[6] studies an algorithm to localize any shared risk link
group failure via monitoring-trails (m-trails) together with
the working lightpaths. The problem of selecting an optimal
set of working lightpaths is shown to be NP-complete and
has limitations for dynamic traffic. A shared-path protection
algorithm with correlated risk (SPP CR) is proposed in
[7], in flexible bandwidth optical networks. Based on the
correlated risk, the routing can be diverse and the sharing
in backup spectral resource will be restricted. Collection
of network state information like path links, bandwidth,
and risk protection by backup LSPs is stored in each node
[8]. It also suggests information distribution for update and
path determination with desired protection and bandwidth
constraints are the prime requirements.

In [9], multicast traffic grooming problem is addressed
using a heuristic approach to maximize the bandwidth util-
ization for a set of sessions in an opticalWDMmesh topology.
To increase the network resource utilization the resource
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sharing [10] should be considered when backup LSP’s are
computed.

For the best results on sharing the routing algorithms
must have intelligent information [11]. Kodialam and Lak-
shman [12] have shown that even though the aggregate
information case only provides aggregate link usage infor-
mation, it is still possible to make exact backup bandwidth
reservation at each link. Kini et al. [13] proposed heuristics
where only one aggregate value per link is advertise with
slight modification to IGP-TE protocols but does not exploit
efficiently the bandwidth sharing. Saidi et al. [11] suggested
point of local repair based algorithm which offered a high
bandwidth sharing with aggregate information but used fixed
separate pools of bandwidth for primary and backup on each
link. Optimization of primary and backup LSPs collectively
is needed to total resource utilizationmetrics whereas mostly
they are dealt with independently till now.

In our proposed work algorithm for optimal disjoint path
is proposed on a novel cost model.The shareable capacity fac-
tor is used to establish the effect of sharing on resources. Joint
optimization of the primary and backup LSPs computation,
in our work, showed improvement on resource utilization of
the network, which has been treated independently till now
to the best of our knowledge. Our simulations show lower
blocking for higher traffic rates as well.The paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 presents the heuristics of proposed
algorithm (WASP) and the disjoint path costmodel; Section 3
describes the simulation results and analysis; conclusion of
the work is hence followed.

2. WASP Algorithm

2.1. Proposed Scheme. In this section we present the mecha-
nism ofWavelength Aggregate Shareable Protection (WASP),
where nodes maintain the relevant information locally and
links make reservation, based on the aggregate information,
on the arrival of any request. The explicit route for the
primary is computed at the ingress node and the chosen path
is distributed for the setup of explicit disjoint backup path.
The actual LSPs setup is done using signaling for the choice
of optimal combination. We are considering backup paths
to use sharing for the primary paths; this allows reserving
a bandwidth “𝑏,” sufficient to meet the requirement of the
maximum bandwidth LSP among the disjoint primary paths.
Here we are considering only single link failure.

We consider the request for LSP to be defined as ⟨𝑠, 𝑑,
𝑏, 𝜆⟩ where 𝑠, 𝑑 refers to the source and destination node,
respectively, 𝑏 is the bandwidth, and 𝜆 is the wavelength. Our
heuristics suggests a novel format for link capacity control
table where any node “𝑎” with “𝑛” number of outgoing links
maintains “𝑛” number of link control tables. The number of
rows in each table corresponds to the number of wavelength
channels in each link, which is assumed to be constant in our
network. Any entry in this table tuple has fields ⟨wavelength,
conn id, max (BWBP), 𝑅𝐶⟩ where, against the request at a
given wavelength, “conn id” contains the list of connection
identities of the primary paths for which the link reserves
the backup, “max (BWBP)” refers to themaximumbandwidth

reserved for the backup on that wavelength link, and “𝑅
𝐶
”

gives the residual bandwidth on it. It is important to note that
no record of the number of primary LSPs or the bandwidth
occupied by them is needed to be maintained by the said
table.

Considering there is a connection request between nodes
“𝑠” and “𝑑” at any time “𝑡,” the primary is selected as per the
shortest cost route. It is suggested to select a backup for
which the source node distributes the control message of the
minimum cost primary lsp found and the “conn id” identifies
the disjoint path required. “max” (BWBP) fix up the cost
of the link through the node at the requested wavelength
using the cost function proposed in Section 2.1 of this paper.
The residual capacity of the link fixes the dynamic shareable
potential of the link depending upon the value of “𝜀,” the
shareable capacity factor for the domain.

The new entries are made in the link control table for
requested wavelength for optimal pair of primary and backup
{P, S} through signaling and the resources are reserved as

𝑅𝑐 = 𝑅
𝐶
− 𝑏
𝑖

(1)

[for primary lsp nodes]
if (max(BWBP) < 𝑏𝑖) then

max (BWBP) = 𝑏
𝑖

𝑅𝑐 = 𝑅𝐶 − 𝑏𝑖

(2)

[for backup lsp nodes],

where “𝑏𝑖” is the bandwidth required for “𝑖th” request.
On release of a connection, connection identity is sent

along the backup. This control message updates the connec-
tion list of the table and residual capacity. The maximum
backup reserved cell is changed only if the request had the
maximum bandwidth among the shared protected primaries.

2.2. Disjoint Path Cost Model and Algorithm. The amount
of the sharing possible on the backup path influences the
choice of the primary path; hence the primary cannot be
independently chosen at the outset. Then before routing
computation of (P, S), the cost for each link 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿 in the
domain is set. Consider the fiber link has “𝑁” wavelength
channels given as 𝜆

𝑡
of equal capacity 𝐶, ∀1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑁. For any

request “𝑖,” having bandwidth demand of 𝑏
𝑖
, at 𝜆
𝐼
, the cost 𝑎

𝑢V
to use a link (𝑢, V) on the primary path P is suggested as

𝑎
𝑢V =

{{

{{

{

𝑏
𝑖

if 𝑅
𝐶
− 𝑏
𝑖
≥ 0 at 𝜆

𝐼

𝑘𝑏𝑖 if 𝑅𝐶 − 𝑏𝑖 ≥ 0 at 𝜆 ̸=𝐼
∞ otherwise,

(3)

where 𝑘 > 1.
It can be seen that if the reservation is allowed by the

residual bandwidth at the requested wavelength (following
wavelength continuity), the cost incurred would be minimal.
Else the cost involves a predefined increment because of
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the wavelength conversion to some of the other allowed
channel of the link. The cost of the link becomes very high
(suggested as∞ in (3)) if it cannot accommodate the request
on any of its channels. This model provides dynamic cost
to each link in proportion to the demand raised through
the request. It will provide a boon in selecting optimal path
during disjoint pair selection algorithm, suggested in the later
section of this paper.

The cost 𝑐𝑎𝑏 to use a link (𝑎, 𝑏) on the backup path S is as

𝑐
𝑎𝑏
=

{{{{

{{{{

{

0 if (𝑎, 𝑏) ∉ P
𝑖
∩ 𝑏
𝑖
≤ max (BWBP)𝑎𝑏

𝑏
𝑖

if (𝑎, 𝑏) ∉ P
𝑖
∩max (BWBP)𝑎𝑏 < 𝑏

𝑖
≤ 𝜀 ∗ 𝐶

𝐼

𝑘𝑏𝑖 if (𝑎, 𝑏) ∉ P𝑖 ∩max (BWBP)𝑎𝑏 < 𝑏𝑖 ≤ 𝜀 ∗ 𝐶 ̸=𝐼

∞ otherwise,
(4)

where 𝑘 > 1.
The equation above suggests that any link (𝑎, 𝑏) which

is disjoint with the primary and can accommodate the
reservation for backupwithin the already reserved bandwidth
has the highest priority for selection and hence has zero
cost. For otherwise disjoint link the cost of reservation
includes either the higher bandwidth demand at wavelength
continuity or wavelength conversion cost through factor “𝑘.”
The link is rejected if not disjoint with the primary.

Algorithm 1. Given a directed graph G(E,V) and a source
destination pair (𝑠, 𝑑).

Step 1. Find shortest path P obeying the weight factor given
in (3). If P doesn’t exist then stop.

Step 2. Reserve the direction of all the links on the shortest
pathP and set the weights according to (4). Amodified graph
G is created.

Step 3. Find shortest path S in modified graph. If S doesn’t
exist, then stop.

Step 4. Make the union of P and S, remove from the union
the P links whose reversed links appear on S and vice-versa.
Then regroup the left links into a set of two {P, S} such that

P ∪ S = (P ∪ S) − {P∩̃S} . (5)

Step 5. {P, S} give the required result.
The optimality of the solution hence obtained is derived

using minicost flow theory. The choice of zero cost for
reversedP links inG rather thannegative values ensures loop
free path selection. The novel cost model suggested through
(3) and (4) introduces the distributed mechanism for path
selection where the control tables at each node assign weight
to links dynamically.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Simulation Setup. We simulate a dynamic environment
over our example NSFnet network (Figure 1) with 14 nodes
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Figure 1: NSFNet network topology (14 nodes 19 links).

and 19 bidirectional links. We assume 16 wavelengths per
link and the capacity of each wavelength “𝐶

𝐼
” is 300 units.

The connection arrival process is Poisson and the connection
holding time follows a negative Exponential distribution.
The number of the connection requests follows the uniform
distribution ranging from the full bandwidth request to unit
value. Connection request is uniformly distributed among
all the wavelength conversion ability.The average connection
holding time is normalized to unity and the initial cost of each
link is also assumed to be unity.

To evaluate the performance of our route-computation
heuristics (WASP) we used resource utilization ratio met-
ric “𝜌(𝑡, 𝜆),” which is defined by the amount of allocated
resources in terms of wavelength channels.

3.2. Results and Analysis. We define here “𝜀” as the ratio of
the total backup capacity reserved to that of the total primary
capacity reserved on each link. We performed discrete event
simulations for 𝜀 in the range (0, 1) and investigated the effect
on the resource utilization. We established the improvement
of sharing the backup path by varying the value of “𝜀”;
Figure 3 shows the variation of resource utilization by the
network at three different values. The decision on this value
allows flexibility in making the choice on bandwidth share of
the backup over a link. This can further be used to achieve
control over the resource utilization with respect to the
dynamic traffic demand. The lower ratio, 𝜀 = 0.2, in our
case, performs fairly well but not better when 𝜀 = 0.5. This
is because lesser reserved capacity would lead to the search of
alternate paths which could be longer and hence not optimal
for resource conservation, whereas the lower performance
with high 𝜀, 0.8 in our case, the routing process would rather
become independent of sharing and longer primary paths as
well.

We obtained the value of 𝜌(𝑡, 𝜆) as against network load
(in Erlangs) which is connection arrival rate multiplied with
average holding time times a connection’s bandwidth normal-
ized in the unit of OC-192.We introduced𝑊𝜆 as the weighted
balancing factor. We define it as the ratio of the aggregate
residual capacity of the link to that of the total capacity. It is
important to note here that the wavelength wise residual is
maintained in the control table. We have used 𝑘 = 2, in (3)
and (4), to include the cost effect of wavelength conversion,
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Figure 2: Resource utilization ratio versus network load.
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Figure 3: Resource utilization for varied 𝜀.

if required, for link selection in any of the primary or backup
paths.

𝜌(𝑡, 𝜆) measures how efficiently resources have been
used. We compared our results, shown in Figure 2, with the
separate protection at connection (SPAC) [14], against varied
network load. Our heuristics performs better from the fact
that having dynamic link weight generated through novel
optimal cost model spreads out the load. The backup path
choice is based on the network state and is not independent of
the primary as given in the cost model. The model includes
the connection burden on the present state of the network
for cost fixation in distributed manner. Also the choice
of the primary and backup as a path pair for optimality
rather than the individual path optimization leads to better
resource utilization as compared to [12] where the cost
optimization of individual primary and backup is suggested.
Further because of the aggregate information used to evaluate
the cost of candidate links our proposed scheme has lesser
complexity and smaller control update even at the release of
the connection. The fixation of the bandwidth allocation for
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Figure 4: Blocking probability with network traffic load.

the primary and backup in the heuristics given in [11] does not
allow flexibility in traffic grooming whereas in the heuristics
presented in this paper factor 𝜀 has to control the depth of
sharing dynamically.

To further study the performance of our proposed scheme
we study the blocking probability with varying load. Birman
[15], blocking probability formula for a network having “𝑙”
links, all having 𝐶 channels (wavelengths) with Poisson
arrivals while holding times are exponentially distributed
with the unit mean, is used to analytically find the blocking
probability using Erlangs B formula for the loss function. For
the simulated results, the ratio of the blocked requests to the
total requests generated over a specific time of simulation is
used to obtain the blocking probability. The results are the
average of 10 simulations done over 1000 virtual seconds of
the simulation time.The analytical and simulation results are
compared as shown in Figure 4; we achieved appreciable low
blocking for low traffic. Though this is not the main aim of
the proposed scheme to achieve target blocking as low as 10–
3, the scheme performs fairly well. Even at higher traffic the
blocking is well below 1, which suggests the efficiency of path
selection of the proposed algorithm with judicious resource
reservation. Still higher load is not shown in the graph as the
comparison pattern became very similar.

4. Conclusion

We investigated the shared survivability problem for WDM
mesh network in a dynamic context for single link failure
based on a novel costmodel.We suggested (WASP) the aggre-
gate path state information for the nodes on a wavelength
basis. This leads to dynamic routing of primary and backup
path reservation in an optimal manner as the cost of both
paths is decided on the basis of connection demand from
the network. Our scheme suggests that the choice of backup
path cannot be made independent of that of the primary for
higher resource efficiency. Our proposed scheme is simpler
in implementation because of few control messages required
for modifications to the link control table. Simulation results
show the higher resource utilization ratio as compared to
separate path optimization. In this paper we considered the
protection for every request though it can be based on class of
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service for further improvement in resource utilization. Also
targeting still lower blocking is suggested as our future work.
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